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46th Tokyo Motor Show 2019 Exhibit
Yazaki Corporation (Headquarters: Minato-ku, Tokyo; President Shinji Yazaki) will be
exhibiting at the 46th Tokyo Motor Show 2019 being held at Tokyo Big Sight (Ariake,
Koto-ku) from October 24 (Thu.) to November 4 (Mon.).
The theme for our exhibit is “Challenging the New Mobility Society.” As we as a
company undergo major changes in response to the major changes facing the automotive
industry, the Tokyo Motor Show is positioned as the first step toward addressing the
principal challenges involved in solving the social issues that lie ahead for the mobility
society of the future.
Along with our current technology designed to “Connect to the Future,” we will
present videos illustrating the technologies and services that will contribute to the
new mobility society. Among our company's many strengths, we are presenting wire
harnesses that connect car components, data solutions that connect cars with
society, and debuting the "Watch-over System and "Integrated Cockpit Concept"
that connect cars with people.
Main exhibition details
1) EEDDS(Electrical / Electronic Distribution & Display System) －EEDDS Vehicle
Mockup
Vehicle mock-up of proposed autonomous driving electric vehicle equipped with a
safe, highly efficient power supply system and secure high-speed communication
system, together with a power supply and communication infrastructure system that
can be used in the cabin to provide diverse and convenient services.
2) “Watch-Over System”
Proposed “Watch-Over System” for ride sharing vehicles at autonomous driving
Level 4 or higher that provides passengers with safety and security while further
reducing the burden on operation managers by analyzing the behavior of
passengers via camera.
3) HMI (Human Machine Interface)
・ Integrated Cockpit Concept
Proposed "Integrated Cockpit Concept" equipped with an integrated control unit
and driver monitor, developed with the aim of balancing convenience and safety in
manual and autonomous driving by using technology that makes displays easy to
understand for everyone.
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・ Meters
Various meters will be exhibited, including meters that contribute to driver safety
through excellent visibility, and high-quality design meters that take advantage of
metallic decorative technology.
4) Data solutions
Proposed services that contribute to efficient logistics operations and support
safe driving by analyzing and utilizing Big Data obtained from commercial vehicles
equipped with taxi meters, digital tachographs and other Yazaki products.
Press Briefing Information
You are cordially invited to join our press briefing:
1) Date and time: Thursday, October 24 from 9:00 to 9:15 AM
2) Booth location: Tokyo Big Sight West Exhibition Hall 4F Booth No. W4108
3) Speaker: Shinji Yazaki, President and Representative Director
Booth concept drawing
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